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ABSTRACT j
it

Teaching and lelhing especially in higher ee\ucation

appear to consist of complex analytic and synthetib processes

,which create concepts and relate them to one another. An'

understahding of the nature of the concdpts.in a course and

thceir relationshiPs should, then, suggest ways to ,improve

teaching are,Iearning. The structures of knowledge of

sixteen courses from different disciplines were analyzed

to reveal similaiaes and differences dmong courses,

and the most adequate and Useful representation.of these

structures. The findings provoke hypotheses and implications

abdut curriculum structure and student learning.
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Preface

The Standing Committee-on Teach-ing was pleased to

sponsor (in cooperation with the Education Research and

Services Centre) a visito U.B.C. of Dr. Janet G. Donald ,

-

on March 6 and 7, 1980. Dr% Donald, on leave from McGill

Unlversity, consulted with\taTf, held a graduate seminar

and a conversation hour with faculty and delivered a

colloquium address which forms the body of this report.

Consistent with the purposes of the Standing committee

and the Centre for the Improvement of Teaching (CITE), Dr.

Donald's paper is addressed to professors who are concerned

with course improvement. In it sHe reports the results so

far of an intensive study of conceptual knowledge asoit is

structured in sixteen tniversity courses in the humanities,

social sciences, and natural sciences. Distinct quantitative

differences in terms of number of concepts, and qualitative

variations in 'concept structure were obS'erved between

courses and cdurse types. Implications for teaching

improvement and for further study based upon these findings

are drawn.

We are pleased to present Dr. Donal4:41s paper, a progress

report on'a large and important research IDojecE,-in this

format as the sixth CITE report. Dr. Donald delivered the

third annual colloquidm in the series begun exactly two.

years ago by her McGill colleague Dr. PatriCia A.,Cranton,-

and continued in 1979 by Dr. Harry G. Murray of the 4

University of Western Ontario. -The previous two colloquia

'4



concerned teaching evaluation and are Reports #1 and 5

in this series respectively.

The author and sponsors of this report invite

comments, questions or remarks from recipient re'aders.

Address these.to Dr. Donald at 4the Centre for Teaching

aud Learning Services at McGill J.Jniversity, Montreal,

P.Q., or CITE...at the U.B.C. Faculty of Education,

Vancouver, B.C. Additional copies of this or other

reports in the series are available from CITE upon

request (enclose *$2.00 Canadian for each copy desired

to defray exoduction and postage expenses).

Stephen F. Foster

Vancouver; B.C.

March, 1980
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STRUCTURES OF KNOWLEDGE AND IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING

Jane.6 Gail Donald, Ph.D.,

s_

There are some things in-higher education about which

we mor or less agree. One of these is that the gopd

teacher is someone who knows a great deal about his br her

subject.* Ato'her axiom is that the good teacher knows how

to get the material across. But our..approach to teaching

improvethent seems curiously one-sided. We are very con-

cerned aboUt process, but consider the substance of educa-

tional content sacred ground. This leads, in edUcation

faaulties, to methods courses which dwell an instructional'

strategies and, in teaching improvement units in univer-

sities, tf research'and pra tide whiCh.concentrate on the
tit

presentatio material. O students sometimes remind

us that attention to subject atter is important when they

rate as good teachers those who show organization and con-

pefitual clarity in their courses (Hildebrand, Wilson, and

Dienst, 1971). To a student, what makes a good teacher is

the ability to cleal clearly with content and to analyze

*and synthesize course material, the< very att,ributes that

professors ask of their students. What this requites on

the part of the professor is an overview Of the contentl

structure of the subject matter. This should result in

not only more satisfied students but greater success in

."'"`
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getting students to integrate rnd.apply what they learn in

a coure. 'Error rates and confusion decrease when content

representations and relations are clear. Another return

for the professor who invests time irvn intensive study

of course conteft is the set of resulting suggestions for

better sequencing and instructional methods. For the

professor who is teaching a couvse where the major objec-

tive is Ole comprehension of' a wiae body of abstraCt ideas,

focussing on course concepts and their relationships can

-rovide 'insight into how And in what-order content should

be presented for optimum learning and retention. bne more

rElason for looking at what we teach is in the interest of

justice or fairness in the evaluation of student learning.

) We all kno4 of incidents in vihich grades have been challen7ed

or the entire'educatibnal institution has been attacked,

and we continue to live with grade inflation. An under-

standing of what is to be leafmed in a course is the first

step to validating course grades.

The purpose of my study was therefOre to investigate

the knowledge structure of courses in various disciplines-

in the university. The study was exploratory in nature

and of a scope broad enough to uncover different structures

and to make comparisons among them. My mission was to es-

tablish some general characteristics of university course

material and to understand the perspective of the professor

responsible for the course. This was done by electing

A
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model course's in different disciplines. Each model course

could be expea.ed to exhibit the general characteristics

f its discipline, although it would not necessarily be

'the most typical cou6e Only an investigation df all

the .courses given in a particular discipline would reveal

the most typical. Choosing a course from each discipline,
a

however, provided the Opportunity of discovering different

epistemologies and trends across discimplines.

In planning' the study, attention was also paid to tie,

premise that each course and each discipline is not like

any other. Proiessoe' consider the-framework or organiza-

tion of a course to be unique; it appears That each pro-

fessor creates a particular Paradigm within mhich the

course mateeial is assembled. Furthermore, the patadigm

appears to be necessary for the professor to be ab1e, to

teach, in the same way that scientists require a paradigm

to guide their research (Kuhn, 1970). The premise of

uniqueness acts both as a caution to the research, in that

it limits its potential generalizability, and as an hypothe-

t'l

.sis to be tested or clarified. The major resoarch question

was, then, in what ways is the knowledge structure of

.
different university courses alike, and in what ways is it"

different?

.The history of research into thqrstructure of knowledge

has been one of many paths. From Plato's attempt to define

knowledge in the Thpaetetus (Edman, 1956) , to the work of

r
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Bloom (19.56), Tuilving (1972) and Rumelhart, Lindsay, and

Norman (1172), knowledge And its organization havp a.t-

tracted the interest of researchers from many fields. I

will only briefly mention the major trains of investiga-
.

tion. One of the-best known to curriculum developers is

Bruner's (1960) emphasis.on the-underlying principles

that give structure to a subject.and should therefore deter-

-mine the Arriculum. In the spiral curriculum, these prin-

ciples are presented in ever increasing depth and richiness

so that comprehension develops fully. In a similar vein,

Schwab (1962) has emphasized the intricate.organization of

knowledge which constitutes subject matter structure.

Alsp pl the field of curriculum but approaching it as

a philosopher, Phenix (1964) relates knowledge to mear14ng

and man's search for me'aning. For Phenix, different dIs-

ciplines prpvide different kinds of meaning and different

wayseof testing its validity. wne

Among psychologis-ts 14-lo have looked at knowledge, some

have searched for a basic unit of learning while others

have approached the question at a broader level. Atiore

most molecular level are the asdoCiationists such as-

Aristotle (1975) , who declared that knowledge was

associated with the laws of contiguity, similarity,.and

contrast. From Aristot16 and Mill (1829) to.Skinner (1957)

and Berlyne (1965) , associationists have represented learning

as a copnection between a stimulusVd a response. This
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paradigm explains simple or rote learning phenomena but it
e

cannot explain higher mental processes, although Berlyne

tried when he introduced mediating responses and trans-

formatiOns to describe symbolic processes.in a neo-

assoclationist framework.
k

A more dynamic approvh to knowle ge had been takenv

by Tolman (1932) , who introduced the term "cognitive map"
4

to descrkbe the means-end relatiOnships by which a gdt1

could bp obtained. Bruner's (1956) Study of Thinking was

based on this idea but he developed it to enCompass-strate-

gies for organizing experience by categorizing:it into con-
.

cepts. A concept is an identifying response to members of

a set of not completely identical stimuli (Hunt, .1962)..,

Concepts exist at various levels of generality and abstrac-

.

tic)* and may be simple or complex. A'conc6pt may be a

class or a category, and it exists within a larger frame-

work which may take the form of a structure; script, or
w.

larger Category. A concept is not considered to occupy
JO.

discrete space but rather has a center of density of meaning

(Deese, 1965). Concepts.can, however, be represented as

discrete entities, as nodes or clustrs of information

(Rumelhart, Lindsay, and Norman, 1972).

Concepts ehter into diverse relationships with other

concepts. The most frequent kind of relationship is one

of similarity or likenees, acc rding to Kintsch (1972),-but.'

subset, or consequence are two other frequeatly found..
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relationships. For .the purposes of this study, a taxonomy
,

of relationships was developed to cover two broad sets of

relationships. Similarity rela,t.iOnships included simple,

.functiondl and class, while a second.set of dependency or
/

assymetric relationships covered prdcedups and ical and

empirical causation. To represent relatipnships, lines or

links were eStabli§hed between related cohcepts, so that

//
cognitive structures could be built up of nodes and.links

in a network.

At the most molar level of representing knowledge,

contributing rese hers have included Gui,lford (1967) for

7
his structure rof intellect, Chomsky (1965), with his "-deep.

structurIng" process to account for meaning in linguistics,

ana Herbart (in Murphy, 1p49), who introduced the term

"apperceptive mass" to mean the organized totality of pAt

'experiences in the human mind. Today we call,"apperceptive

mass" cognitive structure, defined by Ausubel (1968) as the4'

subsantive content.and major organizational properties of

a structui.e of knowledge. Cognitive structure is the

product of previous learning and .the.basis for new lear.ning.

To represent cognitive structures, schemata or frameworks

such 6's tree structures or networks have been used. In this

study, the approach was to discriminate the principal.con-

cepts in a course and their.relationshipsp and then to

represent these relationships schematically, while attempting

to.find the most adequate and useful representition for the

professor.
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0Domain of investigation

Sixteen courses from different disciplinary areas were

analyzed to determine the cognitive structure of the pro-
A

fessors teaching them. The five courses from the naLral.

sciences included Mcdep from physics,.chemistry, biology,

entomology, and geology.(see Table 1). Seven,couraes from

the social sciences and related disciplines were chosen.

Three of these were courses in psychology, sociology, and

politicaI,science, and the remaining four were .applied or

professional courses in educational psychology, social

work, law, and educational evaluation. The four arta or

huinanities courses analyzed were in history, English,

cla,ssics, and philosophy. A lan4uage course was investi-

gated but the concepts taught in the course could not be

determined from the course materials and so could not be

included in this study. Of the 16 courses fully nves-

tigated, 9 were 2400 level cours'es, that is, courses de-
---

signed f6r.the entering McGill student who has had two)

previous years of college. Four courses, two in science

and two in social science, were 300 or junior level, the

geology course was 400 or senior level, and two courses,

those in law dnd educational evaluation, were graduate

level courses.

The professors who agreed to have their courses
a

analyzed and who contributed muCh time and pffortirto the

712
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TABLE 1,

COURSES ANALYZED

Discipline Course Title ',Course Number

.iv. .
.

, Physics. The phys4.c'S' and psyohophysics . 224
. .

of milsic . : N
:

.

A

4

'Chemistry Physical chemistry 213

p.

,

,.BiolOgy Laboratory in cell and molecular 301

biology
.

Entomology General entomology 330

Geology Sedimentary rock and stratigraphy 442

Psychology Thinking
4

Sociology Deviance an4 social control

Political The govérnMent of Canada

science

303

227'

221

Education- The development of personality and 208

al sopial behavior in the school-age

psychology ; child'

Social' work The public social services in Canada 352

Law Torts 179

Educational Education evalua[ign: theory and 617

psychology practice s:v

History ...The United StateS since 1865 221

English ,-Introduction to Shakespeare 215

04..

Classics Introduction to Greek mythology 203

Philosophy Introduction to moral philosophy 230

1

0

4



r study, wete invited to participate primarily because of

9

their interest and expertise in university teaching. .They

had recefved high student ratings, had previously participated'

in' detailed course evaluatiCh or course improvement projects,

or had expressed interest in understdndi more abOut

4

cognitiVe structure. The courses had been taught for at

least two years betdre t,hey were analyzed, and in some cases

had been taught for over ten years. Most of the courses had

%.been developed by the professors teaching them. The number

of students in each course ranged from forty to oVer two

hundred, although in the upper level courses there tended

to be fewer sudents. All of the courses analyzed were given

during the academic year 1.9384-79 at McGill University..

Procedure

- As this Nors-an exploratoxy study, it was entered into

with tWO guiding principlps. First, as much as possible,

we wanted to understand the perspective of the professor,

and to truly represerit the structure of the course as he

or she'saw it. This meant that the professor's coMments

'and reactions to the data collection procedures were con-

sideted, and that the professor was accepted as expert in

the subject matter atea. Emphasis was put on .accurately .

depictiAg the cognitive structure 6f the professor. Second,

in attempting to-depict the course as comprehensively and

eas4Ccurate1y as'possible, a series.of methods of analyzing

cognitive structure were employed. In a pilot'stuay on

courses from three different-disciplines, a variety of

14
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measures were.taken 'to deter7j.ne which would provide the

most,accurate, comprehensive, and useful results to the A

profess:or and for thee stddy fot' coMparative purposes. ,All

.. of the measures yielded a form of usefui>nformation and

each measure taken added to the informon about the i

course as well as confirming the strucfp)le or pointing

bfut possible problem aredS in the coherence or connected-
t
nASS.of the course. The series .of measures taken providea

a firmex basis for describing each course and'for making

hypotheses about the similarities and differences among

cOurses.

The general method for analyzing each course was to

have a series of interviews with the professor in which

Aifferent measures were obtained. Work on each course
.re-

extended over a period of from three months to an entire

academic year. During the period, a research assis'tant

worked with the professor, made a detailed examination of

all course materials, and attended a class to gain under-

standing of the way' in which the course was taught and the

kinds of students enrolled in the course. When all ofthe

data on the course was collected and analyzed, a report

describing the.findings.was produced. The research team,

consisting of the principal investigator, the research

assistant, and the professor then reviewed the report to

determine the most important or useful ffindings to the

professor and the implications of the report.
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The data colleced on each course included information

about.concepts in the course and on the relationhips among

key concepts, as well as a course description and the pro-

fessor's statements about the themes and goals of,the

course, how the course,Was organized, and what it was

'most essential for studeAts to learn in the course. The

following kinds of data were collected:

Data on key concepts

1. Number,Of relevant concepts, important concepts, and

key concepts

2. Hierarchy of key doncepts

3. Key'concept definitions, degree of contubn usage, com7

parison with dictionary 'definiti:ontot.frequency of

. occurrence

4. Mode of representation in the course

5: Abstraqion/concreteness

6. Inclusiveness

7. Salience

8. WOrd associations, meaningfulness

Data on relationships among key concepts

A
1. Tree structure

2. Kinds of relationships between pairs Of Xey conc6pts

Similarity grouping of all concepts dna of key conceptb

4. Word associations, overlap,'relatedness coefficients

5. Relatedness of meaning, strength.of relationship,

visual representation of reliationship structure

16
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Results

To describe the results I will use three model courses,

one from science, one from social science, amd the third

from humanities so that I can portray the intricacies of

eaph course while relating it to the general findings abou6
;

all sixteen courses. The three courses had all received

high student ratings.

The physics and psychophysids of music

This introductory course was offered by the physics

department and served the music program as a cote course

4s well.at physics majora and psychology and physiology

students as an optional, course- The course was taught by

. means of lectures, demonstrations; and practical exercises.
f

1

Demonstrations were given b.efore any abstract or symboOcr

resentation in order to develop a context for the explana-
/

tions of the course. The professor considered that what

. ,

it was most essential for students to learn in the course

were perspectives on the whole field of the interrelation-

ships of physics and psychophysics.

To obtain the potentially impo tant or relevant con-

cepts in the course, the professor, .prepared lecture

notes, which wel'e available to the students, course refer-

ences, and tests and examinations were scoured, and any .

headings, titles, and frequently mentioned terms were

collected with all those appearing tb serve a main or

17
ts,

-v44
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1

linking purpose in the course. From these terms the pro-

fessor selected 123 concepts which he considered to be

relevant to the course, and from these, he chose 59 wl?ich

had a main or linking function in the course. Because we

could only work with a maximum of from 15 to 20 concepts(

tn the course representation, he was asked to choose the

most important 15. He then arranged...them hierarchically

in order of importance in the course. This hierar,y of

importance served as a standard of comparison for 'other

measures of the key copcepts such as degree of inclusive-

,
ness. The number Of relevant concepts chosen in this

course was substantially greater than the overall mean

of 99 for all 16 courses analyzed, and the number of im-

.portant.concepts was twice the average number chosen

(see Table 2). Just ov9r.half th terms were technical,

that is, they had a particular meaning different from an

everyday dictionary defini.tions, although the percentage

qf technical terms was lower than that'for all science

courses (83%). In addition, their familiarity rating, /1
4

that is, the number of til:ttes the key conceptdcOuld be

exPected to be found in one million words, according to

the Kucera-Francis (1967) study of present day American

English, was half that of the mean for all courses and

on a par.with other science courses. . These findings

suggest that students entering this course will hare a

substantial amount of new vocabulary to learn', more than
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TABLE 2

CHARACTERiSTICS OF KEY CO&CEPTS IN MODEL COURSES

Physics, Ed Psych
Coupe Course

English
Cipurse

Overall
Mean (16

Number of Relevant
ConceptS 123 58 *58 99

Number of Important
Concepts .

i

59 29 t *20 30

4

Perc6ntage Techn1cal ..:-

Key Concepts 53 54 54 62

Percenage Technical
Key Concepts,for
Subgroups\ ( ,

f

,

83 63 a3 ONO

Mean-Key Concept
FaMiliarity (per million)
(Ku6era-Francis Rating) 22 10 79 44

Most Frequent Mode.of
. Reprekentation

i

Percentage Key Concep-ts

Enactive Symbolic
.

A

Enactive

.

-31

Symbolic

'Abstract 34 100 71
.1.

Percentage Key Concepts
.Abstract. for Subgroup. 44 90 70

Mean Inclusiveness of-
Key Concepts 3.4 3.8 x 4.0 3.8

Mean Salience of
Key Concepts 2.1 3.1 2.9 2.8

Mean Number of Word
Associations to
Key Concepts 7.1 12.7 8.3

Number of Links in
Tree Structure 20 15 13 16

Percen ge Similarity
Relation ips Between
Key Conce ts 67 54 54

Percentag Similarity
Relationships for
Subgroup 50 54 77

19

Courses)
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in the average university course, but slightly less than

in science courSes as a group.

The way ehat concepts were presented in this course

was unusual, both compared to other science courses and

to courses in general. Almost half were presented en-

actively, that is, so that students .could manipulate the

actual objects or events involved. Over one-quarter we're

presented iconicly, that is, with soMe graphic or image-

based representation. A very small percentage (7%) were

presented symbolically, by means of language or some other

symbol system. This" is in marked contrast with the majority

of courses studied which relied primarily upon symbolic

representatiOn. Sciftce courses on the whole tended to use

more enacti've itonic representation than social science

and humanities courset. The percentage of concrete con-
,

cdi5ts, or those with concrete or pe.rceptual referents'as

wmpared with abdtract concepts, those without objective

referentswas also unusually hfgh. Two-thirds of the

physics key ,concepts were concrete, in contrast with the

general findinq of two-thirds abstract. The use of en-

active and iconic representation in this course and the

relatively high percentage of concrete concepts suggest

that students would be employingdifferent modes or styles

of learning in this course and that comprehensibility and

subsequent retention would be greater because of the con-
,.

crete concepts (O'Neill and Paivio, 1978)'.
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The next measures tlia; were taken were rofegsor

ratings of the inclusiveness and salience of the key con-
*

cepts. .-Inclusiveness is the degree to W10.ch a concept

includes other concepts and is therefore a' measure of the
A

,

expected ability to link or organize other concepts.

Courses were more alike.in collacept.inclusiveness than for

any other measure. Using a scale from 1 for "non-

inclusion of other course concepts" to 7 for "inckusion

of all other course concepts," the aVerage inclusiveness

across courseck W'as 3.8, just urtder "inclusion of fialf the

cdgicepts." The Qhysicsi course was slightly below the

averagd With 3.4. lit could be expected that more impor-

tant course 'concepts would be more inclusive, an
, t

SpearAan rankforder correlation of +.46 (p2.,0t) was found

.between concept, importance ana inclusiveneSs in this'courte.
A.

The salience or vividness or consptcpousness of the,

p

key concepts was_examined because recall of learning has
,

been found' tJ be greater when more vivid language is used

(Montague and Carter, 1973). It appears that the intensity

o4"tonspicuousnes of a Word.:affects its ability to serve

as a cuing or center,ing device. On a scale from I (not

vivid) to 4 (extremely,vivid), the physics key foncepts

receivedi a
relaWely low mea'n rating of 2.1 compared to

a 2.8, rating for cours6s overall. The most important

concept in the course was also considered to be the most

vivid, but salience and concept 'importance did riot correlate.
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One other measure of the potential linking ability of

key concepts was taken: a word association test showed

that the physics key concepts evoked on. average a slight-

, ly lower number of words (7.,1) compared with all courses

(8.3). This would suggedt that concepts in this course

1

are either less eyocative to the professor or Perhaps

more independent. In summary; the most striking charac-

teristics of the physics course concepts were the large

number of impi.tafft concepts, the use of the enactive mode

of representation, -and the large percentage of concrete

concepts in the course.

To study the relationships between course concepts.

five different methods were used. Each method provided a

different RerspèctiVe Of di.e structure of the course con-

cepts and allowed fft.confirmation of the conceptual -

structure. In the first method,ithe pr9fessor linked the

two most closely related keY concepts, then related the

other key concepts In order of their cloeness of relation-

ship to other concepts already..linked. This produced a

tree structure which described the dominant relationships

in the course (see Figure 1). The physics course showed

a hierarchical form, wit'h the most important concept at

the upper-cent6r of the.figure and the concepts ranging

in four tiers below. This structure was highly consistent

with the hierarchy of key concepts with certain key con-

cepts and pairs of concepts dominant over others. The
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figure also Showed a tight content structure: several key.

concepts had multiple links.

This-was a typical tree structure form for a science

course to take. Over all the courses itudied, three

different forms could be distinguished: \\'hierarchical;

clustering or'w like', with pivot concepts,surrounded by

others; and lin , where a series of straigAt lines linked

the concepts. All science courses showed hierarchies,

while two had clusters in additiOn and two also showed .

some linear form. In comparison, social science courses

showed clusters or networks, sometimes including.setS of

concepts together; and humanities courses tended to be

linear in form, sometimes formOg blocks and clusters as

well. Overall, there wer 7 hierarchies, 5 of them in

the 5 science courses; there were 9 clusters or sets, 6 of

them in the 7 social science, courses:, and 7 courSes showed

linearity, including the 4 humanities courses.

The professor next was asked to describe the relation-

ship between each pair of key concepts linked in.the tree

structure. The relationships were classified according to

the tax?nomy of relationships. Similarity relationships

could be one of th`free kinds: associative relationhips were

those in which concepts were contivous or descriptive o'f

each ot0tr; functional relationships Were those wh re con-

cepts had a similar outcome or purpose; and struct ral

relationships showed a taxonomic or hierarchical relationship

24
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such as subset, inclusion, or kind or part. -Dependency

relationships were those ,in which a change in one concept

implied a corresponding change in the other. Three kinds 80k

of dependency rerationships 46re aistinguished: procedural

relationships described steps, order, or sequence; logical

relationships/were those where concepts had a logical or

conditional order; causal relationships showed an explicit

cause. and effect linking. Across the 16 courses studied,

just oVer half the relationships (54%).,were similarityA

and 41% were structural. The next most often found

relationship was logical (18%) and 10% were procedural

while 12% Were causal. In the physics course, a far

greater proportion of the relationships were causal (40%)

or procedurl (2.%), and only.30% of the relationships

were similarity based. This finding confirms the supposi-

tion that physics is highlY causally based compared to

other disciplines. It also suggests that the concepts

are more tightly or necessarily linked in this course than

in most others.

Another measure of the relationships vong concepts'

is how they were grouped into categories on the basis of

their similarity. This was done both for all the relevant

course concepts and among the key concepts, and the groups

were then listed ;hierarchically. The groupings suggested

fundamental divisions among concepts which could serve as

topic headings or a checklist for particular areas of
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student strength or weakness in the course. In the physics

course 123 concepts were grouped into 7 categories, 5 of

which contained 1 to 5 key concepts, so the key concepts

were relatively broadly distributed among the course

categories. There was relative cOnsistency between the

similari.ty group hierarchy and the key concept hierarchy:

the most important-10 key concepts ware found in the

first three groups. The professor consideed the key

concepts to be too dissimilar to be grouped in similarity A

categories among themselves, but this was consistent with

the'finding that the relationships among the key concepts

were not based on similarity but on causal or procedural

re1ationships.4

Word associa,g,ions had been done for each key concept.

Those concepts linked in the tree structure were then:

compared for oVeriap of meaning. In a method developed

by Garskof and Houston (1963), a relatedness coefficient,

which is the ratip of the overlap of associations between

two key concepts to the maximum possible overlap, was

produced for each tree structure link. The relatedness

coefficients in the physics course were second highet

of all the courses only to the chemistry course concepts,

which Suggests a high level of association of meaning in

spite of their not being considered similar or alike. This

finding also coincides with the dependent or causal nature

of their interrelationships.

26'
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The last measureoof relationship was a rating of

relatedness of meaning between each pair of key concepts.

A matrix of these relationships was created and used to

produce first, a strengkh of.relationship score for each

key concept and second, a graphic representation of re-

latedness of meaning according to Waern's (1972) graphing

Aprocedure. This ma ILx will be used as a basis of com-

parison for student estimates in the planned second stage

of this research.

The physics,course thus showed most of the markings

of science courses, with a greater number of concepts, more

concrete concepts presented enactively and iconicly, and

relationships among them that were -hierarchical but pro- 4

cedurally or causally based for the most part. This sug-

gests ktight and necessarily related structure with a

high degree of consistency.

The development of personality and social behavio/in the

sclapol-a9e, child

This applied social science course offered by the

department of educational psychology was designed for

students in the elementary education program including

ph3tsical education majors. It included students from

psychologyi social work, management, and arts and science

programs. Lectures, extensive use of, readings and films,

and an applied case study constituted the instructional

format. Most essential for students to learn in this

-2 7
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course were concepts and perspectives on children and

procedures. Ninety-eight relevant course concepts were'

uncovered and 29 of these were considered particularly

important, making this courSe the closest to the overall

norm in the number of concepts. Just over half the key

concepts were technical nature and because the key

concepts for the most part (62%) were noun phrases such

as "cognitive developmental theory,". they were the second

least familiar according tO the KuCra-Francis rating of

present day English. All key concepts were abstract,

compared to 90% abstract for the 7 social'science colirales

and 71% for all 16 courses.' A great variety of modes of

representation, however', were used in the course, with

one-quarter of the key cOncepts being preSented in all

three modes and an additional 39% being presented in both

enactive and symbolic or iconic and symbolic modes. The

use of films and case Adies can be seen to have an effect

here. Salience ratings and the number of word associations

to each key concept were above the norm. Inclusivenhs

was average and the correlation between key concept impor-

tance and'inclusiveness Was positive but not significant

(p = .4i).

The ree structure showed a network or cluster of

relationships located around the concept "socialization"

(see Figure 2). This was a particularly clear network,

taking into account three theoretical perspectives on the

2
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socialization of the child. The number of tree stmcture

links exceeded the overall norm, suggesting that the course

was relatively highly:structured, and the second host

structured .of the social science courses.' Two-thirds of

the relationships between key coneepts were strucfural-

similarity relationships, which.was a higher percentage

than the norm for social science courses and all courses

(54%). These relationships showed one key concept to be

a part or subset of another: _for example, "defense

mechanisms" were part of "a psychoanalytic approach." The

similarity grouping showed 11 categories, 10 of which were

headed by a keytconcept. This suggests not only a clear

course structure but also that the key concepts would

serve as particularly good advance organizers for other

course concepts. When the.key concepts, were grouped among

themselves tilen ranked hierarchically, the resulting nine

categories closely resembAd the hierarchy of importance.

The faci that so many categories were used for the 13 key

concepts would suggest that the key concepts are not that

closely related in meaning, and the word-association and

relatedness of meaning ratings boxe witness.to that. The

highest relatedness coefficient was only .397-, compared tp

.911 in the physics course, and the'mean strength of

relationship'was third lowest for social science courses.

This educational psychology course showed the major

trends in social science' courses, with an average number
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A eif abstract concepts, greater use of the symbolic mode of

representation, although this particular course was noted

for is use of a variety of modes, and the existence of

clustering in the tree structure. The majority of rela-

tionships were not as close as in science courses. Students

taking this course would have a different kind of learning

task from those taking the physics course..

Introduction to Shakespeare

This introductory course was offered by the English

department to students in any program and the majority of

thoSe enrolled were first year undergraduates,,with a

higher percentage not English majors. The main goals of

the course were to make students approach dramatic text

and the ways of dealing with such texts, as well as the

use of performance as a learning technique. The course

was taught by means of lectures, group work in the class-

room, an0 practical skill development in theatre settings.

Fifty-eight relevant course concepts were recorded and 20

of these T.,)ere considered imPortant, which was the norm for

humanities courses. Just over half the concepts in this

course had technical definitions, which made this course

446different from the norm for humanities courses of only

one-third technical terms. The key concepts were much more

familiar than the norm for all courses according to the

Kucora-Francis rating. Humanities courses in general
teu
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employed much more familiar key concepts than the other

areas. This couTse differed in the mode of presentatiAn

from othe,7z _hurrianities _QQ11.rS _by..having 771% enactive key_

. concepts compared to 100% symbolic representation in the

others. As might be expected in a course.where the first

oncept.was "performance," over two-thirds of the .key

concepts were concrete in contrast to the other humani-

ties courses in which' 70% were abstract. Inclusiveness

and salience were normal for a humanities course and no

WOrd association test was done for this course. The number

of word associations was, however, lower for humanitis

course Concepts than for science or social science concepts.

A contingeny coefficient between key concept importance

and inclusiveness was significant (c = .64,

,showing hier'archical consistency.

The tree structure was a rhomboid with a tail, dis-

playing a closed linear formation (see Figure 3). Each

side represented either the language or the action of the

course content, and the third side represented the- form of

the course. While the propOrtion of siela_iarity relation-
.

ships between key concepts matched the overall norm of

54%, this was much lower than for humanities courses in

general which tended to have three-quarters similarity

relationships. A far greater proportion of humanities

courses displayed associative and functional similarity

relationships than did other arelis and the most closely

31
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related two 'concepts in the English course had a functional

relationship. The similarity grouping resulted in five

categories, one of which depicted the process and.end-

product of the cours,e, while the remaining four groups

were some aspect of theatre. The groups corresponded in

order with '..hat in'the tree structure. The similarity

grouping of key concepts was consistent witla the larger

siMilarity grouping, beginning with a breakdown into form

and content as before.

A This humanities course was representative in the num-
_

ber and.familiarity of'concepts and in its linear tree

strycture but a great amount of variation among humanities

courses was found. The history course appeared more like

a'social science course in the ipmber of concepts, their

familiarity, and the clusters in its tree struct.ure. The

philosophy and classics courses were unusual in their low

number of relevant key concepts, one-third the mean at

33 and 34 respectively, although an auxiliary 2300 concepts

existed in the classics course. In the philosophy course,

all key concept were higher order abstract and were

astoundingly familiar, occurring an average of 298 times

per million compared to the overall average of 44 times

per milli' The philosophy and classics couTses consisted

of key concepts which related on the basis of similarity
#

e4,clusively, as did only one other course of.the 1:i the

psychology of thinking. Thus each course had its oWn
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pattern, although trends could'be seen across courses and
4

group similarities could be identified.

Similaritieq and differences in the kpowledge structure of

different dourses

149)There were fewer similarities than diffeences amon

the courses studied but some of the most obvious regulari-
i

ties were, to me, the, most profound. First, in all the

courses studied but one, key conceptS could be identified

and considered for their relevance and importance in the

course. In the one course studied where this was not %

possible, a French language course, the concepts, which

were rules of grammar, Were not presented in a formal

manner and would ponly have revealed themselves to sOMeone

taking the course itself. Althodgh some professors pre-

ferred to call the principi& ideas in their courses "terms"

or "principles," it was possible to Work with.the concept

of "course concepts" with minimal discomfort. Turther

study áf the course concepts will undoubtedly lead to

refinements in thinking- about them, but a working approach

to studying a course by means of its concepts exists.

Second, it was possible to identify characteristics

of the concepts.and to rate theR in teris of their

technicality, familiarity, mode of representation, ab-

straction, inclusiveness, and salience. Some of these

measurements are more precise than others: the mqaSures

of familiarity,and abstraction are the most reliable.
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Other measures, such as salience, would benefit from test .

standardization and.analysis procedures, but the professop

were able to work with these measures.

The third point of similarity that I would makek

about the knowledge structures of different courses is'

that they are not readily evident. Although the profess-)rs

who took part in the project were experts and, indeed,

initiators and developers of these courses, the methods

used in this study requireLtheir intensive concentration:

whether it was a matter of stating the relaticinships be-

tween p,lars of key concepts or grouping course concepts

into categories, considerable effort was involved. The

most frequent response to the quesTron of whether any

partiqular method was more useful than another, it should

be remarked, was that the process itself was enlightening.

The project was seen as one of conceptual and structural

clafification.

The differences among courses began with the selec-

tion pf relevant course concepts and extended to the kinds

of relationships found between key concepts and the manner

in which these concepts could be graphically represented.

The first difference was in the number of relevant concepts.

The range went from 33 to l7Ovconcepts for a one semester

course. The average ranged fromj34 in science courses

through 98 for social science courses to 57 for humanities

courses. The ranges of important or linking concepts in

34
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a course parelleled theBe figures with 37 in science courses,

31 in social science courses, and 21 in h anit;ies courses.

Appro34mate1y 30% of the relevant col.q.se concepts were

considered important. The difference in the percent7ge of

technical terms,followed the'same pattern-showing that in

science courses more terms specific to the
*
discipline are

used, with 83% technical, and with 63% technical in tile
a

social sc.?.ences'compaked 4iith a 33% technical average among

humanities courses. It is no wonder that suience,professors

are accused of using tolFgon by humanities-professors: the

/-

different groups of disciplines haVe very different Oerspectives

oh the use-of terminology. The Ku'C'era-Francis,ratings of

, familiarity Cbonfirm this difference, particularly Jpetween

humanities courses and those in science and social science:

the average familiarity rating of a humanities course concept

was an occurrence of 113 times in a million, while in science'

and social science courses, the typical key concept would

occur only 21'or 22 times perImillion in present day language.

The different goups of disciplines have, therefore, very

different types of vocabularies to deal with.

The greatest difference in the quality of course

concepts lay in the degree of abstraction of the concepts.

The key concepts studied in the courses appeared to b'e

very similar in terms of their inclusiveness, salience,

and number of wo-rd associations, although there were

35
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exceptional cdUrses with respect to each of these qualities.
*

It was in concept abstractness that the greatest differ-

'ences appeared. The' science courses studied ovetall had

a mean of 58% concrete concepts, tilat is, concepts with an

r° objective or perceptual referent. Social science courses

were almost exclusively abstract with a 90% average over-
. fr

all and any other concepts were concrete functional in t
nature, that 's, a process or eventrrather than a con-

crete object./ The humanities courses registered 70%

abstract conceptS the philosophy course having only

higher order abstract ct5nepts. -Thed.ifferent kinds of

course*, thereford, require different kinds of thought
/1

processes, with social science and philosophy courses in

particular requiring the ability to think abstractly.

Reviewing these results, social ,scientists should be most

alarmed by the results of scholastic aptitudp tests which

show that today's students.have on average a substantially

decreased ability to handle abstract concepts.

The mode of representation of key concepts, which

brought an instructional element into this analysis, also

confirmed the dependency upon symbolic representation and

processing in the social sciences and humanities, with the

exception of the English course which used much enactive

representation. The law and educational psychology courses

also used iconic and enactive representation to present

the key concepts, but eight courses relied exclusively on
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the symt;plic mode. In the science courses the distribu-
_,-'

tiOn was Tate different with a mixture of modes in every

course. Students could be expected to require greater'

flexibility in their learning styles in science courses

but would also have the support of multi-modal presentation.

The graphic representations turned up major differ-
,

.enpes in how concepts were related to eaCh other in the

courses. All 1 the science courses showed some hierar-

chical organization, which means that theris,a necessary

and dependent.relationship among the key concepts. The

highest relatedness'coefficients were found in the science

course as well, confirming the tendetcy in science courses

for jar and close relations among concepts. The social

sciences in contrast showed lower relatedness coefficients

and clusters or sets in the graphic representations. This

suggests that a few key concepts are pivotal in the under-

standing of course material. Humanities courses showed a

looser, more linear organization with even lower related-

ness coefficients so that students Would not have the

opportuni,ty_to chunk or group information in the same way

that could be expected in a social science course.

The kinds of relatiOnships between key concepts

revealed further major differences in disciplinary sub-

groups. The tight structure of science cour.ses was

reflected in the relatively high proportion of dependency

relatismships, whether procedural, logical, or causal.

3 -I
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The social science courses showed a greater relianae on

structural relationships based on similarity, and in

humanities'courses, the dominant similarity relationships

included a higher proportion ot the looser associative

and functional relationships. The'relatiOnships between

key concepts must be important determinants of the learning

and therefore the teaching processes involved with them.

One T3uld hypothesize, for example, that where concepts

are aosely linked in a structure4, learning will more

likely follow, an'all-or-none" pattern, with students

learning or not learning the subject matter. In a more
:t

loosely strucured course, however, some parts may be

learned well while others are. not. This may explain

different continuation patterns in the sciences and in

humanities and social science programs. The findings of

this study suggest that we are requiring very different

abilities and.strategies on the part of our students in

different courses. Some of these abilities appepr to be

programmable, thatC, students can be alerted to specific

ways of approaching a course with a heavy technical

vocabulary or one which uses familiar words in a novel

and potentially confusing way. T.f certain key concepts

serve central or pivotal.functions in a concept heavy

course, these can be introduced as advance organizers or

themes in a course so that they can serve as the foundation

for the student's conceptual structure in the caurse.
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Where a course is known to be difficult because of the

kinds of concepts and strategies employed in it, students

can be made aware of the extra a,tention such a course
7'V

will require. For example, we were asked to examine the

physical chemistry course because it is the one chemistry

students find most4diffcu1t. Our analysis revealed that

not only did it contain an extra hery load of concepts

15ut that these were familiar condepts used in a new and

different way, and that a high proporti n (85%) were ab-
,

stract. What was more startling about 5his course, however,

was that almost three-quarters of the relationships between

the course concepts were similarity rather than dependency

based. To a chemistry student, whose expectations would

include observable and manipulable concepts with procedural

and causal relationships, this course would present a

foreign experience.' A c.rse introduction which prepared

Students for the different kinds of relationships and

jearning strategies required in the course might alleviate

learning difficulties in it.

Implications

The results of this study have implications at three

ifferent levels. There are immediate implications for

he professorni a course. There are particular

implications for departments in their curriculum develop-

ment and quality control, and there are findings more,

generally relevant to university planning.

3 9
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To the professor, cbnsideration of the424s.concepts

and their relations in a course can pralride information

about how to structure a course, where to concentrate

attentiori to alleviate learning difficulties, and how to

fairly judge student achievement in the course. pug-

gestions made to professors in the reports on the cOntent

analysis of their course included the following:

1.; The use of the list of key concepts to test for

background knowledgeJof entering students. Students could

be,asked to define the key concepts an0 their replies could
A

be analyzed to reveal areas of knowledge, confusion, and

lack of knowledge. Class homogeneity in background could

also be established by,this method. Where the background-

knowledge is low and the course is relatively tightly

structured and dependent upon knowledge of these terms,

the definitions of the course concepts could be provided

to students as a glossary for their early attention. In

one course where the list of key concepts was used as a

pretest, students were able to define the terms with every-
,

day meanings, but were not able to define those with tech-

nical meanings. Testing and provision of a glossary would

be of particular importance Where a sizable proportion of

key concepts are technical. Where students register a ,

lack of knowledge of certain key _concepts, particular

attention could be paid during instruction to the presenta:-

.tion of positive and-negative instances of the copceiots and

to the,discrimination of instances and attributes or

0
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characteristics of the concepts.

2. The use of image arousing mater.-Q,,r instructions
\

to aid student learning and retentioh. Inone-half the

courses studied the key concepts were represented exclu-

sively in the symbolic mode. But where students are in-

structed to generate visual images for words and then'

create,an interactive scene, with images, memory of the

words is facilitated (Kerst, 1976). Concrete and imageable

materials are easier to remember tlian abstract materials

(Levin, 1976; Rohwer, 1970). The explanation for this

phenomenon is that there appears to be a direct path for

concrete words

while the path

1975). Paivio

concretized in

from verbal to imaginal representations,

is inairect for abstract nouns (Paivio,

argues that perhaps abstract ideas can'be

specific images.

3. The use of highly inclusive key concepts, which

could be expected to have the ability to link or organize

other course concepts, as advance organizers in the course.

Their purpose wbuld be to eStablish in the learner's

cognitive structure reldvant anchoring ideas for learning

material subsequently presented (Ausubelj 1968). A

hierarchical series of advance organizers could be expected

to provide an ideational scaffolding, to enhance the dis-

criminability of new learning material from previouslA

related'ideas, and to effect'incorporation into the stu-

dents' cognitive structure at a higher level of abstraction.

41
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and generality (Ausubel and Robinson, 1969). Highly sali-

ent key concepts could'be used in the same mann r aiwil their

,attention getting property could be applied t47he instruc-

tional process. Introducing a particularly sa1ient topic

during a period of flagging student intereA has been

shown to increase instructional efficiency.

4. The use of the tree structure in planning course

organization, sequenCing, and the evaluation of learning.

Some professors pointed out that the tree structure, al-

though it represented their own cognitive structure, would

be either too complex or instructionally unsuitable for

use in their clAses directly. . The tree structure does,

hOever, describe the closest links in the course and does

show which concepts rely on or are most closely related to

others. These links can then be used in the preparation

and sequenCing of topics and 'in establishing the important

relationships in the courSe. This is most obvious in

courses where one or two concepts are pivotal or focal in

'a cluster of other key concepts. Hierarchically organized

tree structures give even stronger direction in the way

key concepts are interrelated. It follows that the

evaluation of student learning should include questions

about the relationships of key concepts to each other.

5. The use of the kinds of relationships between key

concepts to cue students as to the nature of the,thought

processes or strategies required to comprehend the course

...A 42
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material. Where the majority of relationships are structural

r1 nature, students can be instructed to look for simi-

larities or likenesses among the themes and suttopics in

the course. Where the riplationships are procedural or

causal, the appropriate strategies or expectations can be

pointed out. In the case of logical connections, brief

introductory attention to logiA processes would establish

a conceptual strategy framework for studylts. Advance

notice of the ki,nd of thinking expected of students would

prove most effective in courses.in which the relationships

follow a different pattern from that expected, as ocCurred

in the physical chemistry course where the relationships

were structural instead of the expected causal.

6. The Use of the'similarity groupings as a base for

topic sequencing and for student conceptual learning errors.

For example, if students midway through the course are

asked to sort topics into categories, these can be compared

with thOerofessor's sort to determine where student

thinking is fuzzy or 4here conceptual links require clari-

fication. Although it is not suggested that the similarity

groupings should Recessarily determine the course format,

the groupings can be used to check coverage of particular

topics or.to raise questions of relationship both for the

professor and the student.

7. The use of the relatedness of meaning matrix to

judge student conceptual coherence. In the same way that

4 3
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the similarity groupings could be matched for contsistency

between the professor's cognitive structure and the stu-
.

dents', the matrL of meaning would provide an estimate

of student understanding. It is our intention to pursue

this question and to use this method with multi-dimension-

al scaling to more closely examine the nature of course

concepts. . The multi-dimensional'scaling ,procedure would

portray the extent and nature of the key conceptire ion-

ships according to the students.

8. The use of several measures to discriminate how

students learn well in a course. 'Highly achieving students

ifi a course may be those who most closely match the pro-

fessor's cognitive structure. at the end of the course:

They may be those with greater initial familiarity with

key concepts in the course.or they may be theise who

understand the nature of the relationships amonirconcepts,

or some combination of these tendencies. What constitutes

good learning in a course is perhaps the most important

outcome that this kind of study could serve for the pro-

fessor.
e 'a

The implications for departments in their curriculum
e

development and quality control require joint responsibility

and cooperation from department members but could yield

substantial gains in teaching and learning efficiency. If

a department curriculum committee has an understanding of

what condepts are being tau4ht in different courses in its

44
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programs it can plan a better coordinated program for stu-
,

dents. Particularly in programs in which,certain courses

are prerequisite to others or where students complain of

heavy course loads, this kind of cooperation can lead to

substantial improvement in the program. An attempt is at

present being made to analyze the first year Mcpill medical

curriculurti to discover gaps and redundancies in the differ-

ent courtes offered. A team of curriculum coordinators

will use the information being gathered over the course pf

this year to streamline and strengthen the.prograM. The

.process of course analysis can also serve to upvide stan-

dards in a department about what should be taught and in'

what sequence. Wirth information about student learning in -

a course to compare with the professor's structure, adjust-

iee

ments can be made.aci-oss the program.curr.iculum to increase

student learning efficiency. Professors teaching in such
a

a cooperative format coUld then make reference to the

themes ar important or difficult concepts in one another's
cgr4,

courses to PEepare students or promote the integration of

their learning.

Finally, course conteont analysis can assist in planning

and academic programming across the university. The more

N4 .

substAntive infoymation that a course analysis provides is

,

probably of greater gse in assuring teac4ng competence

than p4277 review ilat siipwn itself 4 be. Because the

1

university in fact has.tht\contrac to prLvide an education

.44o
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to students it admits, it is in, the university's best inter-

est to provide for and suppartt course analyses. A sugges-

tion was made by a McGill professor that this kind of

analysis might move the university from awarding,credit

on the basis of the credit-hour, a procedure wli'ich many

deplore, to Aa basis of credit per concept. This would

have the effect of awarding credit more for learning than

for time put in. Would this approach threaten faculty?

My findings were to the contrary. Professors,are.among

the most competent of individuals and those with whom

worked saw the process of content analysis as a way of

helping their students and as a resource to themselves.

The University allows for diversity and applauds excellence:

this is lone small way to promote excellence.

1.
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